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The road that starts the journey. The road smells like freshly cut grass. Cherrygrove City, Route 46, New Bark Town Route 29 is the first route of the game. He leads to Cherrygrove City. You'll have to do some battling, though. Only a little because the felled trees have been removed. You can still go the real way by
earning additional EXP. Item Location zelier east of the northeast grass patch Grn Apricorn Northwest Northwest northwest grass patch, on the tree Apricorn (Daily) Pokemon x15 Given Lear / Ethan after training you, How to Catch Pokemon TwistedSpoon from Tuscany on Tuesday after receiving a Marshmallow badge
percussion tape from Tuscany after meeting all week brothers and sisters Of Pokemon Edit Pokemon Location Pokemon Location Levels Speed Grass, Morning/Day Pidgey Grass, Morning/Day 3 Morning/ Day 3 20% Star Grass, Morning/Day 3 - 4 15% Ratta Grass, Morning/Day 3 Morning / Day 3 10% Bidoof Grass,
Morning / Day 4 10% Hoppip Grass, Morning / Day 4 - 5% Wurmple Grass , Morning / Day 5 5% Grass, Night Hoothoot Grass, Night 3 20% Rattatha Grass, Night 3 20% Poochy Grassena Night 3 - 4 15% zigzag grass, Night 3 - 4 15% Bidof grass, Night 4 - 5 15% Wurmple Grass, Night 3, 5 15% Meridian Sound Furret
Meridian Sound 3 - 5 50% Raticate Meridian Sound 3 - 5 50% Pastoral Sound Plusle Pastoral Sound 3 - 5 50% Minun Pastoral Sound 3 - 5 55% Community Content available according to CC-BY-SA, if not stated and indicated. Hello world! I wanted an extra challenge, so I decided to write a guide along with my journey
trough Storm Silver. This is the first section! I'm still finishing it tho because there are a lot of meetings and some of them are very high level. If there are some things missing, or if there is something wrong, I would like to know so I can change it.Ps. Sorry for my bad English, I try very hard haha 2 7 comments Title:
Pokemon Storm Silver remake: Dreiano remake of: Pokemon Soul Silver Source: Click here! Description: Sacred Gold and Storm Silver is the fourth set of hacks/edits I've done now; Others you may be familiar with are Pokemon Fire Red Omega, Pokemon Spirit Gold, and for those of you hailing from GBAtemp,
Pokemon Blaze Black and Bolt White. Given that this is one of my hacks, it has a pretty similar style in the sense that all Pokemon are available, there is an elevated complexity curve, there are (optional) changes in Pokemon to make some of them better etc. The answer to this question is that Spirit Gold has never fully
used the tools available to DS games, especially in terms of scripts. Compared to Spirit Gold, Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are full of new events and other aesthetic changes to make it full of content and nice to watch. Watch. To the games While the base of the game is the same (e.g. maps, storyline, general order of
major events) the two hacks still manage to bring a new series of features to the table to spice up the gaming experience, including: 493 Pokemon (i.e. all Pokemon available in the fourth generation) can be obtained somehow in the game. Legends are somewhat limited, but otherwise you can build your team with almost
anything you want. Almost all Pokemon are available before the first round of the elite four! In addition, you will also get the National Dex moment when you get Pok'dex, making it much easier to track what you have and not caught. There are some minor changes in the wild encounters between Sacred Gold and Storm
Silver, but all 493 are available in both. Trainers have received new lists to link with the large variety of Pokemon available (explained by the migratory wave in the regions). This means that you will fight a much greater variety of Pokemon than you will see before. Gym Leaders and other important trainers in particular
have got a big boost to their difficulties, so be prepared to take on some tough fights! As with the rest of my hacks, Gym Leaders, Elite Four Members, etc. all use six Pokemon in each fight. New trainer fights have also been added where appropriate; Examples include the possibility of the battle of Ethan/ Lira, Cynthia
and Stephen. These many Pokemon have been changed; This can only mean additional level movements, but features such as ability, experience speed, TM compatibility and even types can be changed. Most have moved from Blaze Black and Volt White, but the hack has brought some new ideas to the table. For
those of you who prefer the cleaner Pokemon experience, the classic version has offered these Pokemon edits removed. A small number of attacks have also been edited. All the moves that were given some changes in black and white had the same changes applied to them in Sacred Gold and Storm Silver where
possible, as well as some additional edits to make Cut, Strength and Rock Smash more useful than their previous counterparts. A large number of Pokemon have been given additional level steps up in one form or another to make them easier to lift. Editing evolutions means that Sacred Gold and Storm Silver are
autonomous (i.e. you don't need to trade to get all the Pokemon). In most cases, it simply turns the item needed for the evolution of trade into a year of use of the item just like the evolution of the stone, although in some cases, evolution is either embarrassing or impossible in HG/SS (e.g. Leafeon, Glaceon, Magneton,
Nosepass...) some new items have been added; this remains consistent with previous elements. The availability of items has been changed quite wildly overall; all the elements of evolution and TMs are now available at least once before the first round of the Elite Four, and that's that you can form your team pretty well
for being not even the final challenge in the game! On Na Note some things have been changed just to make things in the game much more convenient. Examples include EXP Share available in Purple City, removal of the most unnecessary Cut Trees and other annoying HM moments, and the addition of purchased
evolution stones in some stores across the region. The number of gym leaders is also now much easier to get - they are given to you right after the fight! Coins can also now be purchased at Goldenrod Game Corner. A large number of scripted events have been added and edited. The levels of most Pokemon events that
already existed are being raised, but there are many new developments to give you new Pokemon, Items or TMs. Notables include Eevee given you Cynthia very early in the game, adding a teleportation system to the elite foursome to allow you to challenge them in any order a la Black and White, Team Rocket Capture
Route 47 and Safari zone and Shellder and Cloyster sieges in Fuchsia. Yes, you're reading it right. Every newly added legendary also had some kind of script come up for it, so you won't just find them in the wild like you did with Blaze Black and Bolt White. Game Corner prizes have also been edited; You can get



Porygon in Goldenrod City if you want to. Trades in the game have also been edited and shifted around to make getting some hard-to-place Pokemon a little more convenient. Examples include the possibility of trading Pokemon such as Gligar, Scarmori, Beldum and Smuhum. They even move usually learned TM, or not
at all! Some small aesthetic edits have been made, for example, Karen has a new background for her battle and Lance now uses von Cynthia from DPPt instead of her own. Some attempts have also been made to attract the world more in its interregional regional Pokemon changes, with Hoenn and Sinnoh overworld
sprites appearing in various locations. Some DP trainers also make an appearance, although it was a late feature and still not fully fleshed out due to lack of time. There's also a pretty hefty addition of black and white sprites to the table, especially for Hoenn Pokemon. Basic Pokemon also now have seals attached to
give them a more personalized look. Finally, the text was edited so that all Pokemon names are decapitalized (so Pidgeotto, not PIDGEOTTO, for example.) There was also one or two bits of dialogue that were changed back to their version of GSC. Some additional bits of history have been added, although it is
admittedly very little as well as a late addition so it's not quite fleshed out yet, but it focuses on the idea of a legendary trainer who can meet the creator and hunt down plate items. Maybe something to focus on in a later release. The game had a variety of blockades added to it to enhance the linearity of the story. While it
may strange/bad, it serves as a way of raising the level of the curve of Johto, who in the games were pretty poor. Basically this means that you are forced to go to Cianwood first instead of Mahogany, and the Kanto region also forces you to take a certain route to give it more objective. Screenshot: Gameplay: Cheat
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